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Deadlines: The game

Hi everyone, welcome to our BCM 300 presentation on Deadlines: The Game.

[PAUSE FOR EDITING]

Deadlines: A Game of chaos, cooperation and competition. In this real time card game, you
must race against the clock and work together to pass your group assignment. However, it is not
that easy! You are also trying to achieve the highest individual grade along the way to defeat
your teammates and win the game. In this lose together or take it all game, just like a group
assignment, you learn to expect the unexpected!

[CHANGE SLIDE]

In more detail, you assume the role of one of the student cards, each with their own special
cards and abilities. The projects and challenge cards are placed in the middle. Once the
five-minute timer has started, you must race against the clock to try to match symbols on your
cards to the challenge cards and complete the project each round. If time runs out before the
project is completed, then you have failed the assignment. If the project for that round is
completed, you tally up your contributions and track marks on your individual dial. This
continues until the final project is completed and a winner has emerged.

[CHANGE SLIDE]

Deadlines is a 2 to 5 person real-time card game, that is best played by ages 8 years and over.
Belonging to the party game genre, Deadlines is simultaneously a collaborative and competitive
game that will test your ability to work together while also trying to meet your own agenda.

Our  intended audience is young adults aged anywhere from 14 – 30. Our games theme
particularly appeals to students studying at either a high school or tertiary level. However, our
game holds the potential to be adjusted for many different skins. With a change of theme
from school to workplace, we are able to target an older audience (such as 25 – 40) so the
potential to expand is evident in the flexibility of our game.

[CHANGE SLIDE]
The experience we want to create with our game is a unique mix of  panic, excitement,
competition and co-operation all tailor made to create a truly authentic group project experience.

Deadlines is academically themed and plays on the experience of working in a group project.
Set at a university, our game has a feel of student life without being over the top.



[CHANGE SLIDE]

Unlike traditional card games, DEADLINES is played without turns with a 5minute time limit. Players
contribute to group challenges by playing cards to complete a group project. With this defeated
players complete the assignment! However, only the player with the most contributions after all
4 group projects wins!

[CHANGE SLIDE]

The narrative of Deadlines follows one familiar to many. A group of individuals contribute to
tasks in order to complete a group project. Although they cannot finish without each other, only
the player with the most contribution will be rewarded top marks.In this respect we heavily
based our decisions off the Jeremy Holcomb’s (2017) argument that ‘regardless of how you
start, you should strive to get past the idea that story and mechanics can be developed
separately sooner rather than later. Your mechanics should feel like your story and your story
should help teach your mechanics.’ Every mechanic we used in the game felt as though it had a
distinct purpose in allowing our game’s story and gameplay narrative to evolve.

[CHANGE SLIDE]

In Act One you must select a character card- choose carefully!  (this will determine players card
decks and special ability for the game). It also helps to establish the game narrative through
humour as you will be stereotyped as the bookworm, the creative genius, the team captain, the
social butterfly and the class clown student character cards.

You have been put together for a group project and must complete your semester's work. You
will also be marked individually on your contributions- you will either fail as a team or win as an
individual. In the first round you must complete 25 challenge cards and one project plate in 5
minutes. Act one will be over after the first round has concluded, and this is where players
understand the objective of the game and feel as though team dynamics and strategy has been
established to complete tasks efficiently.

[CHANGE SLIDE]

In act two, players competition begins as players become aware of their current position,
first-round points are tallied and a leader emerges. In Act two the tension builds and competition
heightens. In this act players occasionally stray from their individual tactics in favour of the
group to ensure the game is not lost entirely in do or die moments of the game. This is also
where the true natures of players evolve as players who are selfishly motivated would rather
see the entire game lost as a team as opposed to making a sacrifice which might result in them
losing the game to another player.



[CHANGE SLIDE]

Act 3 varies each time you play the game as sometimes a winner can emerge earlier in some
games than in others. We generally feel a winner begins to emerge towards the middle to back
end of the final round and even though they might not end up being the winner at the end, they
are within reach at this point of achieving the highest grade of the group.

But what is most interesting about our final act is that at any moment the game could still be lost
entirely with all students failing the group assignment. This could also be much earlier in the
game than you expect if you lose one of the rounds by failing to complete the project plate
before time runs out. In this case the third act would start when it looks as though you are
running out of time and the winner emerging is the game itself.

[CHANGE SLIDE]

Background research
We drew on inspiration from a number of different games for Deadlines, looking at how these
games utilised different mechanics, elements, layouts and story. One particular element of our
game which was causing us a bit of difficulty initially, was the stress-o-meter. This was an
element we really wanted to include as we felt as though it enhanced our story so much but we
were not sure what mechanics and pieces to use to incorporate this into our game.

[CHANGE SLIDE]

While the theme and setting of a group project largely influenced the collaborative element of
Deadlines the game, we also gained inspiration from Flashpoint by Kevin Lanzig. Flash point is
in a collaborative tabletop game in which players ‘attempt to rescue 7 of 10 victims from a
raging building fire. As the players attempt to rescue the victims, the fire spreads to other
parts of the building, causing structural damage and possibly blocking off pathways through
the building.(Board Game Geek 2021).

While we liked the collaborative element of this game and the idea of working in a team towards
a collective challenge, we wanted to keep the pick up, put-down and discard mechanic central
to our game and steer away from heavy materiality in our game play.

[CHANGE SLIDE]

5 minute dungeons



Most of our inspiration for the central mechanism of our game came from five minute dungeons.
In Five Minute Dungeons, a co-operative game created by Connor Reid, players have only five
minutes to escape the randomized dungeon. Communication and teamwork are critical to
survival because there's no time to form a carefully considered plan — and no predicting
what dangers lie ahead. (Board Game Geek 2021)

Another key mechanic we thought was quite prevalent to our theme was the timer mechanic
to keep the action high, our players engaged and to drive players to clear their decks and
play actions as quickly as possible.

[CHANGE SLIDE]

King of Tokyo is a dice rolling fighting game that uses discs attached to the back of the
character cards to track both health and points, visible through two windows in the front of the
card (Truong, 2021). This seemed like the best option for us to use to solve the mechanics
problem of our stress-o-meter, while also not adding any additional pieces to the game and far
less clunky than the other options we looked into.

[CHANGE SLIDE]

ITERATIONS:

After playtesting amongst ourselves and with various friend groups, our core idea stayed the
same with a few elements needing tweaking. Some cards were overpowered, some cards were
too weak, and some cards didn’t make sense. These small changes were edited and rewritten
as we playtested, working with each other and external friends to create appropriate cards.

When initially playtesting amongst ourselves, we noted that the game had no stakes and was
quite slow paced, simply having a goal but lacking motivation. That’s when we introduced the
timer, speeding up the game and creating a sense of urgency to fit with the story narrative.

Shortly thereafter, a few of us presented the game to a group of external friends. Their overall
feedback was that we were lacking stakes which exist when collaborating in the real world. To
up the tension, we added the Stress-O-Meter and the Contribution Scale.

Similar to group evaluations, the Contribution Scale is a mechanism to encourage players to
work harder and screw over other players. By contributing the most to the project, your
Contribution Score increases. If the players successfully finish the projects, the player with the
highest Contribution Score is the top student.

From there, we brought back the Stress-O-Meter; an element of the game which was thought up
and dumped during the ideation process. However, when we reintroduced it to the game, it

https://gamecows.com/king-of-tokyo-review/


added elements of pressure to players. When players’ Stress-O-Meters hit 7, they miss out on
three challenges, meaning they’re Contribution Score is remaining static.

And finally, when we were tracking the Contribution Scale and the Stress-O-Meter scores, we
were initially using pen and paper before soon shifting to tokens. However, in the process of
playing, we realised that these loose elements got lost or shifted and took too long to adjust.
This is why we introduced the dial mechanism, spinning a wheel attached to a card to show the
score (similar to that from the game Kings of Tokyo).

[CHANGE SLIDE]

In future iterations, we feel that bonus points may be an important element when considering
the Contribution Scale, making it more fair on players who discarded cards or contributed in
different ways. Another very recent suggestion from one specific group of playtesters was that
there are too many elements and not enough time, making people quickly give up on tracking
their points. However, we only had one group of people mention this, so it may be an aspect
which needs to be trialled and tested before making any concrete changes.

[CHANGE SLIDE]

To gain funding for Deadline: The Game, we’d be looking at starting a project on Kickstarter.
Kickstarter is a great platform for indie games (like ours, or at the time, Exploding Kittens) to
gain funding and support to get our game off the ground.

[CONCLUSION]

To finish up, DEADLINES is a tabletop card game that brings some unique mechanics to a familiar
setting. Allowing everyone to get their frustration out in only 20minutes. It combines
co-operation with competition in a completely new way and still lets you leave the table as
friends.
To be a part of the DEADLINE community you can check us out on Kickstarter or Facebook.
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